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Badass Cross Stitch by Shannon Downey 

The goals of Badass Cross Stitch are to utilize hand-crafted projects and activities 
to balance out how much time people spend in the digital world versus the analog, 
as well as increasing user confidence in their own creativity; giving people who don’t 
think they can be creative tools, resources, and practices to explore and empower 
their creativity. Making and crafting is an easy and empowering way to boost  
creativity, relaxation, focus, and confidence in tangible personal skills. 

This topic holds importance because making things can give added value to a  
person’s time and confidence in their skills on a physical and tangible level; getting  
an object out of the time and effort that you put in can make you feel good about  
yourself and your creative skills. 

The site will be a place for users to find information on how to detach from the  
digital world and find ways that they can (re)connect with their creativity and to  
connect with others trying to do the same in a supportive and engaging way.

The medium of a website provides a safe space—and the privacy to do a project 
poorly and have no one judge them for it, but rather possibly find someone who 
has experienced the same issues and can help or suggest ways to fix the issue—to 
expand upon their creative resources to find more ways to make new connections 
between ideas, learning new skills, and find a way to practice making in a way they 
may not have before. 

Some potential navigation that I have thought to include are About the Making 
Movement (history and members), Creative Practices (simple, everyday ways to  
be more creative and improve creativity, Patterns and Resources for: cross stitch,  
knitting, painting, paper crafting, leather work, hobby wood work, gardening, and 
knot tying/macramé), Creative Connections (brainstorming ideas and methods,  
ideation processes explanations and sharing, and forum(s) for different making 
topics), and Sign In/Account Pages (for forum activity). 

Words that I want associated with and to keep in mind during the production of  
this site are: helpful, empowering, connecting, engaging, inspiring, encouraging,  
supportive, private, and inventive. 

Names I have considered: Makers Unite!, I CAN..., Creatively Seeking Splendour/
Balance/Craftiness/Skills?


